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Summary. 
Pressure drags, obtained from measured pressure distributions in the transonic and low-supersonic 

speed range, are compared for sharp and blunt leading-edged two-dimensional aerofoils. For the special 
blunt shapes considered here, the high pressures in the stagnation-point region are offset by low pressures 
generated further round on the leading edge and on the basic aerofoil itself. The result is that the changes 
in pressure drag due to blunting are small and in some cases favourable. 

1. Introduction. 
It is often assumed that the effect of blunting the leading edge of a sharp aerofoil section, or increasing 

the leading-edge size of an already blunt section, inevitably leads to an increase in wave drag at super- 
sonic freestream speeds. Lighthill in Ref. 1 and the charts for estimating leading-edge wave drag in the 
Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheets 2 both consider the effects of small leading-edge blunting. 
They conclude that increase in leading-edge size always results in increased drag and that the drag 
increments are substantial. Thus some efforts have been made to reduce leading-edge sizes, for supersonic 
flight, to the minimum proportions possible, although considerations of structural integrity, low-speed 
performance and heat transfer would have led towards the opposite extreme. 

The drag of an aerofoil section comprises skin friction and pressure drag. The skin friction acts on the 
aerofoil through tangential forces and, although important in determining the total drag, it will not be 
considered further in this paper. The pressure drag acts on the aerofoil through pressures normal to the 
surface and, at Mach numbers above the critical value, is mainly wave drag, although a small part is due 
to the pressure out-of-balance caused by boundary-layer growth. In the present paper, attention will be 
focussed on the changes in surface (i.e. normal) pressure distribution by means of which the wave-drag 
changes are transmitted to the aerofoil. Changes in surface pressure resulting in a reduction of pressure 
drag must be compatible with a reduction of shock-wave strength in the flow field. 

It is now known that at subsonic speeds an aerofoi! section may produce a region of 10w pressure 
(just behind the stagnation-point region) which is effective in reducing the pressure drag when it acts 
on a forward-facing surface. This type of, so called, 'peaky' pressure distribution and its associated 
aerofoil geometry are discussed by Pearcey in Ref. 3. In this case, the low pressures in the 'peak' region 
are associated with a strong expansion wave which is generated by the surface and then reflected off the 
sonic line as a compression wave. This compression serves to reduce the strength of the shock which 
terminates the local supersonic region. 

Following this subsonic experience, together with the known effects on blunted axi-symmetric bodies 
at supersonic speeds (see below), it is logical to enquire whether an aerofoil shape exists that will produce 
a similar low pressure region, which is effective in reducing pressure drag at supersonic speeds. A blunt 
leading edge produces a strong detached shock wave at supersonic speeds, but if the leading-edge geo- 
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metry generates a low pressure region the associated expansion wave may weaken the bow shock, well 
out in tl~e flow field, and offset the high wave drag. Further, reflections of the expansion wave from the 
sonic line and bow shock may interact with the trailing shock to reduce its strength and again reduce 
the wave drag. Ag sonic free-stream speeds reflection of the expansion wave from the sonic line and sub- 
sequent weakening of the trailing-edge shock can be the only mechanism for reducing wave drag since 
no bow shock exists. The problem of blunting an axi-symmetric body has been studied extensively and 
it is now recognised that, under certain conditions of Mach numbers and geometry, a blunt nose may 
induce a low pressure region which is important in offsetting the high pressures in the stagnation region, 
so that the blunt shape has less wave drag than the sharp one. Traugott in Ref. 4 discusses the conditions 
for blunting a cone which lead to a low pressure region at the junction, throughout the supersonic and 
hypersonic range. Tests on hemispherically blunted cones and various power law bodies by Perkins, 
Jorgensen and Sommer 5 show that, at supersonic speeds, the sharp axi-symmetric shape does not give 
minimum drag. 

In order to explore the possibility of reducing aerofoil drag by the use of shapes which generate low 
pressure regions, the present investigation is a study of the pressure distributions and pressure drags of 
two geometrically simple, blunt aerofoil shapes relative to the sharp section from which tl~ey are derived. 
Measurements have been made through transonic to supersonic speeds to follow the development from 
subsonic to supersonic free streams. 

The pressure measurements discussed in this Report were obtained as part of a broader investigation 
into the effects of leading-edge geometry on flows round aerofoils in the transonic and low-supersonic 
speed range. Only the results relevant to pressure drag have been extracted here. The other aspects are 
dealt with separately in Ref. 6. 

2. 14~nd Tunnel and Models 

The experiments were carried out in an N.P.L. transonic, induced-flow, wind tunnel which has a 
working section measuring 36 in. by 14 in. Slotted top and bottom liners (see Section 7) were used in 
the Mach number range 0.7 to 1.1, and solid liners for the Mach number of 1.4. The stagnation pressure 
was atmospheric, resulting in Reynolds numbers in the range 4.4 to 5.0 x 106 per ft. 

Pressures were measured on a multitube, mercury manometer. 
The two-dimensional models were mounted spanning the 14 inch width of the tunnel. The basic 

section tested was circular-arc biconvex, described by radii of 30 in. and a chord of 10 in. ; this model 
being designated R30. Blunted sections R3010 and R3015 were derived from the basic, sharp shape by 
leading edges of constant radii 0.10 in. and 0.15 in. respectively. The leading edge cylinders blend tan- 
gentially with the basic shape, giving chords somewhat less than 10 in. Details of the three aerofoil sections 
are given in Fig. 1. 

The models were made by the 'tangent milling' method. In this a number of planes are cut tangent to 
the required contour, such that the point of intersection of any two adjacent planes deviates from the 
required shape by 0.0005 in. The final smooth shape is achieved by hand finishing. Static pressure holes 
were drilled normal to the surface, 0.010 in. diameter generally, but those near the leading edge were 
made 0.007 in. Forty pressure holes were used, distributed on the upper and lower surfaces. 

No means of artificially fixing the model boundary-layer transition point was attempted. 

3. Accuracy of Measurements 

The main source of error in the measured data was indicated by the lack of agreement between pres- 
sures measured at points located symmetrically on the upper and lower surfaces of an aerofoil when set 
at the best choice of zero incidence, i.e. the incidence at which the pressure difference for each pair of 
symmetrically located holes was, on average, as small as possible. This assymmetry probably arose from 
irregularities in the tunnel flow and model shape. 



The differences between the pressures on the two ;urfaces at zero incidence indicated that there was 
a possible error of about _+ 0.002 in p/Ho, regardless of pressure level or position on the model. In calcu- 
lating drag coefficients this gives an error of + 0.004 in the pressure difference, Ap/Ho, of equation (1), 
leading to an error of about 0.01 in Co~/2, or 0"0005 in CDc. 

Tunnel interference effects, which also influence the accuracy of the results, will be considered later, 
in Section 7. 

4. Pressure Distributions. 
Surface pressure distributions have been measured on the sharp section over the Mach number range 

0.8 to 1"4, and on the two blunt sections over the range 0-7 to 1-4. The incidence range of 0 to 4 degrees 
was covered except for the highest Mach number, at which the flow could not be established on the 
blunt sections set above two degrees incidence. 

Since we are here interested in drag, it is instructive to compare pressure distributions for the sharp 
and blunt sections plotted versus a thickness co-ordinate. A typical curve of this type is sketched in Fig. 
2, where points corresponding to points on the aerofoil surface are indicated. The area within the loop 
formed by such a plot is proportional to the pressure-drag coefficient. Differences in pressure distribu- 
tions looked at in this way then indicate changes in the pressure drag. 

Measured pressure distributions for the sharp section, R30, and the blunt section with the larger 
leading-edge radius, R3015, are compared in Figs. 3 to 10. The surface pressure (p) is non-dimensionalised 
by the free-stream total-head (Ho). The thickness ordinate (z) is non-dimensionalised by the half-thick- 
ness (t/2), which is the same for all three sections. Thus the 2z/t-ordinates for points common to both 
aerofoils (Fig. 1) are unchanged. When plotted in this way it can be readily seen if the pressures, in regions 
in which the aerofoils are unaffected in shape, are themselves affected by leading-edge blunting. The region 
in which the aerofoil shape is affected by blunting has the characteristic pressure distribution FAB (Fig. 2) 
between the suction peaks F and B that occur at the shoulders. 

In discussing the pressure distributions those at a free-stream Mach number of 1"4 and at zero inci- 
dence (Fig. 9) will be considered first as they represent the clearest demonstration. It is immediately 
apparent that the main drag variations due to leading-edge blunting will arise from variations in pressure 
over the forward part of the aerofoil, since over the remainder the pressures are little affected by changes 
in leading-edge shape. At the leading edge of the sharp section the bow shock comes closest to being 
"attached for any of the present tests. The stagnation region is very narrow; downstream of it the pressure 
falls rapidly to the sonic point and then continues monotonically towards the trailing edge. On the blunt 
shape the high pressures in the region of the stagnation point are spread over a larger forward facing area 
and, consequently, represent a drag increment. However, the flow round the leading edge expands 
rapidly through the sonic point and continues up to the sudden change of curvature at the shoulder, 
i.e. the point B in Fig. 2 at which the shape returns to that of the sharp aerofoil. At this point the pressure 
on the blunt section is over-expanded, in that it is substantially lower than at the same point on tile 
sharp section. Downstream of the shoulder a rapid compression brings the pressure level on the blunt 
section back to that on the sharp section. This region of low pressure acts on a forward facing area of 
the surface, partly on the blunt leading edge (forward of point B in Fig. 2) and partly on the unmodified 
basic shape (behind point B), and so contributes a drag reduction. Schlieren photographs 6 show that 
the compression from the peak always involves a shock wave even though the surface pressure distribu- 
tions are sometimes smooth. 

The comparisons of pressure distributions for other Mach numbers at zero incidence (Figs. 3 and 6) 
are similar. 

At incidence a further feature enters, namely, the expansion round the sharp leading edge produces 
a low pressure region on the upper surface. This is terminated by a rapid compression and the extent of 
the low pressure region in the z-direction is always appreciably less than for the blunt section. Further- 
more, the pressure on the lower surface of the sharp section still falls monotonically, so that the low 
pressure region, still present for the blunt section, assumes added significance in reducing drag (see Fig. 
10 for example). 



As incidence is increased for the blunt section, two counteracting trends are noticed on the upper 
surface. Firstly, the lowest pressure, reached at the shoulder, falls and the pressure level immediately 
following is also reduced. This effect arises as the turning angle between the stagnation point and the 
shoulder increases and allows expansion to a higher local velocity. Secondly, the surface behind the 
shoulder becomes less inclined to the free-stream direction. On the pressure distributions this reveals 
itself as a contraction of the z-ordinate between the shoulder and crest. The former aerodynamic effect 
tends to decrease the pressure drag whilst the latter, geometric effect tends to increase it. Exactly converse 
trends are present on the lower surface. 

For the blunt section at zero incidence and the lower range of Mach numbers, the pressure distribu- 
tions in the vicinity of the shoulder indicate that a small boundary-layer separation bubble is present 
(Fig. 3). An increase of incidence or Mach number eliminates the small region of constant pressure 
and appears to suppress the separation. 

The pressure distributions for the other blunt section, R3010, follow a similar form to those for R3015. 
A typical comparison is made in Fig. 11, for a free-stream Mach number of 1.0 and incidence of 2 degrees. 
The pressure reached at the shoulder is not so low in the case of R3010 since the surface slope at that 
point is greater than for R3015 : the turning angle from the stagnation point is less. The scale of the R3010 
leading edge in the z-direction is less since the leading-edge radius is a smaller fraction of the maximum 
thickness. 

It is observed that at Mach numbers of unity and above there is a rise in pressure, before the trailing 
edge is reached, which would not be expected in an inviscid flow. At a Mach number of one the terminating 
shock has probably not moved right on to the trailing edge and certainly not adopted the oblique form 
appropriate to supersonic downstream flow. The resulting pressure distribution in this region is therefore 
strongly affected by shock-wave boundary-layer interaction and possibly by separation. Some smoothing 
of the pressure jump through the trailing shock due to this interaction remains at the Mach number of 
1-4. On the blunt section this interaction is more marked than for the sharp section (e.g. Figs. 6 to 8), 
resulting in locally higher pressures (now on rearward facing areas) which could in themselves make 
the pressure drags of the former sections low compared with the latter. However, this effect is an indirect 
consequence of the blunting, through the medium of the boundary layer, and is Reynolds number 
dependent. It would certainly be diminished at the higher Reynolds numbers of flight conditions. This 
effect has therefore been eliminated from the comparisons. Following Ref. 7, the pressures near the trailing 
edge have been obtained by extrapolating the pressures upstream of the interaction, assuming simple-wave 
expansion. The modified pressures are shown as a dotted line in Figs. 6 to 11. 

5. Pressure Drags. 

A pressure drag coefficient may be calculated by integration of the pressure distribution using 

CD -- 7poM 2 d~/lmin d~, (1) 

where A denotes the difference between values of pressure at a given value of z/l. The resulting drag 
coefficient is based on the length l, used to form the non-dimensionalised thickness ordinate, z/l. Using 
the measured pressure distributions, values of pressure drag coefficient have been obtained for the 
sharp and two blunt sections over the range of Mach number and incidence. The effects of shock-wave 
boundary-layer interactions at the trailing edge, for free-stream Mach numbers of unity and above, 
have been eliminated by the method described in the previous section. 

The drag coefficients obtained from plots of p/Ha versus 2z/t (such as Figs. 3 to 11) are based on the 
half-thickness, t/2, which is the same for all three sections. The drag variations with Mach number are 
shown in Figs. 12 to 14 for incidences of 0, 2 and 4 degrees respectively. The drag variations with incidence 
are shown in Fig. 15 for Mach numbers 0.80, 1-00 and 1.40. 



For the type of leading-edge blunting considered here, the greater the degree of blunting the smaller 
is the chord of the section, so that the three sections have different thickness-chord ratios. Thus Figs. 12 
to 15 compare drags of sections having different thickness-chord ratios. Since thickness-chord ratio is 
an important parameter in aerofoil section design (from both aerodynamic and structural considerations) 
it is desirable to compare drags of sharp and blunt sections having equal values of this quantity. The 
transonic similarity law, as given in Ref. 8, enables the measured drags on the sharp section, R30, to be 
factored to obtain drags appropriate to sharp sections of the same thickness-chord ratios as either of 
the two blunt sections. According to this law the drag coefficient, CDo2, of a section of thickness z2 at a 
Mach number M 2 is related to the drag coefficient, CDo,, of a section of different thickness z~ and at a 
Mach number Mx by 

(2) 

where M1 and M2 are related through the transonic similarity parameter, 4, which is given by 

1 - M ~  1 - M ]  
4o = [(? + 1)zlM~]213 = [(?+ 1)z2M~]213. (3) 

The Mach numbers for which the estimated sharp-section drags apply are thus given by equation (3) 
and are slightly different from the corresponding Mach numbers at which the R30 drags were measured, 
except for the case where the test Mach number is 1"0 and M 2 - M r. 

Fig. 16 shows the drag variation with Mach number for the two blunt sections at zero incidence com- 
pared with estimated drags for sharp sections of the same thickness-chord ratios, obtained as indicated 
above. These drag coefficients are now based on section chord (c). 

If incidence is regarded as producing a change in surface co-ordinates it may be treated in the same 
way as thickness. Then the transonic similarity law can be applied to the measured drags on section 
R30, at incidence, to obtain drags on sharp sections of different thickness. In this case incidence will 
be changed in the same ratio as the Change in section thickness, and the appropriate free-stream Mach 
number will be slightly different, as in the zero incidence case. 

The variation of drag coefficients (based on chord) with incidence at Mach numbers of 0"80, 1.00 and 
1.40, for the two blunted sections, R3010 and R3015, are compared in Figs. 17 and 18 respectively with 
estimated drags of sharp sections of the same thickness-chord ratios. 

Pressure distributions on biconvex aerofoil shapes have previously been measured by Michel, Mar- 
chaud and Le Gallo 7, Henshall and Cash 9 and Kawamura and Karashima x°. The latters' results have 
not been corrected for shock-wave boundary-layer interaction at the trailing edge and insufficient detail 
is given to perform the modification. Results from the other sources have been used to derive drags and 
are compared with the present R30 results at zero incidence in Fig. 19, as a variation of reduced pressure- 
drag coefficient (CDo) with the similarity parameter (40) ; where CDo is given by 

CDo cDfM~(vz:31)]l/a = , (4) 

and 4o is given by equation (3). Also shown is the theoretical pressure-drag coefficient obtained in Ref. 8. 

6. Discussion of Drags. 
The drag variations with Mach number and incidence are of very similar form for both the sharp and 

blunt sections. The drag coefficient is low at the low end of the Mach number range, but increases rapidly 
as Mach number is increased towards unity (see Figs. 12, 13 and 14). This drag rise is associated with the 
rapid rearward movement of shock waves on the upper and lower surfaces. The maximum drag coefficient 
occurs close to a free-stream Mach number of one; beyond this it falls slowly. 



For low incidences the drag coefficient varies only slowly with incidence (Fig. 15). The sharp section 
drag always increases with increasing incidence, but in some cases the drags of the blunt sections initially 
decrease slightly as incidence is raised above 0 degrees. For incidences above about 2 degrees the drags 
of the blunt sections tend to increase more rapidly with incidence than for the sharp section. The counter- 
acting trends mentioned in Section 4 are evidently behaving in such a way that, as incidence is raised, 
the increased suction due to the decreasing pressures in the peak region initially gains over the effect 
of reducing the local surface slopes, whereas at higher incidences the converse applies. A further, small 
effect tending to increase the drag at small incidence, for subsonic Mach numbers, is the presence of the 
local separation at the shoulder, which prevents the full development of the low pressures in the peak 
region. As pointed out in Section 4, this separation is not present at higher incidences. 

The differences between the measured pressure-drag coefficients (based on t/2) for the sharp section 
and the blunt sections are shown in Fig. 20, for incidences of 0, 2 and 4 degrees over the Mach number 
range 0'80 to 1"40. For the section R3010, which has the smaller degree of blunting, there exists an inter- 
mediate range of Mach number for which the drag is actually less than for the sharp section (Fig. 20a). 
For the section R3015 the drag is always more than the drag of the sharp section, but at 2 degrees incidence 
the increment becomes insignificant near to 0.95 Mach number (Fig. 20b). For both sections the drag 
increment varies with incidence. There appears to be no simpl e correlation between drag increment and 
leading-edge radius. 

Holder and Chinneck 11 measured pressure distributions on blunted flat plates at Mach numbers 
from about 1.4 to 1-8. With this work as a basis much has since been inferred as to the effect, on pressure 
drag, of blunting two-dimensional aerofoil shapes at supersonic speeds. In Lighthill's discussion in Ref. 
i, on the flow about slightly blunted aerofoil shapes at supersonic speeds, he suggests that the low pres- 
sures, if any, induced by the blunt leading edge have only a small and insignificant effect on the pressure 
drag, and that incidence effects are unimportant. The two simple, blunt leading edges on sections R3010 
and R3015 do produce marked regions of low pressure, throughout the Mach number range. The pressure 
distributions (Figs. 3 to 11) show that these low pressures are likely to have a significant effect in offsetting 
the drag due to the high pressures on the leading edge itself. In the Royal Aeronautical Society Data 
Sheets 2 basic data from measurements on circular cylinders 12 and cylindrically blunted flat plates tl 
have been collected and used to give drag increments due to small cylindrical leading edges on arbitrary 
aerofoil shapes, at supersonic speeds and zero incidence. Like Ref. 1, the Data Sheets diminish the import- 
ance of the induced pressures and any negative drag contributions arising from them. In addition the 
procedure suggested in Ref. 2 fails to account for the drag due to a sharp leading edge. That this is of 
the same order as the drag of a blunt leading edge at low supersonic speeds can be seen from the pressure 
distributions (Figs. 6 to 11). 

The zero incidence drag increments, at supersonic speeds, for the sections R3010 and R3015 as calcu- 
lated by following Ref. 2 are shown in Fig. 20. It is evident that the drags due to leading edges of the type 
being considered here are considerably overestimated. The pressure distributions of Refs. 12 and 11, 
forming the basis of Ref. 2, agree closely with those measured on the cylindrical leading edges of R3010 
and R3015, and any differences do not account for the incremental drag discrepancy in Fig. 20. 

There is no fundamental difference between the drag producing mechanisms for small leading edges, 
as considered in Refs. 1 and 2, and large leading edges, as on the sections tested here : only the scale of 
the drag increments differs. If the drag contribution of a blunt leading edge, however small, is required 
to any accuracy, so that the leading edges of different geometries can be compared, then all the drag 
contributions indicated here must be accounted for. 

As free-stream Mach number is increased the region of low pressure induced by the leading edge would 
be expected to diminish, since the pressure level on the sharp shape itself becomes low. The applicability 
of the procedures of Ref. 1 and 2 are then expected to improve at high Mach numbers. 



When the pressure drags of the blunt sections are compared with the drags of sharp sections having 
the same thickness-chord ratios (Figs. 16, 17 and 18) the blunt sections are seen in a more favourable 
light. It is found that significant ranges of Mach number and incidence exist for which both the blunt 
sections have less drag than the corresponding sharp sections. 

It is shown in Fig. 19 that the pressure drags of R30 agree closely with those for the 4 per cent thick, bi- 
convex section of Ref. 9. The same wind tunnel was used for both sets of tests. These N.P.L. data lie con- 
sistently above those of Ref. 7, in which pressure measurements were made on a circular-arc bump on a 
wind tunnel wall. This configuration has no stagnation point, so that the pressures near the leading edge 
are substantially lower, and the drag consequently less, than for the complete section tested here. Com- 
parison of the pressure distributions shows, also, that in the region of 4o = -0 .6  (Mo ~ 0.9) the shocks on 
R30 lie some 10 per cent further back, an effect probably due to smaller tunnel interference in the present 
case (see Section 7). This difference in shock position accounts for the particularly large differences in 
drag in this region. 

7. Tunnel Interference Effects. 
The results at the supersonic Mach number of t.4 are free from any tunnel interference effects since the 

model lies within the diamond formed by the bow shock and its reflection from the walls. At the very 
low supersonic speeds the local pressures are 'frozen' (i.e. nearly independent of free-stream Mach 
number) and therefore not greatly affected by tunnel interference, the main influence in this case being 
to alter the effective free-stream Mach number. 

At subsonic speeds the results would be subject to significant tunnel interference effects due to both 
classical blockage and lift-interference, the latter being predominantly due to the downwash effects 
appropriate to an open-jet configuration. 

In the transonic speed range between these two r6gimes a mixture of the two situations occurs. In the 
local supersonic flow upstream of the shocks the local pressures tend to be uninfluenced by the walls, 
especially when they have reached their sonic-range 'freeze' values. In the subsonic flow downstream, 
however, the blockage effects, at least, still apply and particularly the position of the terminating shock 
is still influenced by the wall configuration. 

In Ref. 13, Pearcey, Sinnott and Osborne considered these interference effects and drew attention 
also to a distortion of the local supersonic flow that could occur prior to the sonic 'freeze', if the open 
area of the slotted walls is too large. Their main discussion concerns measurements in an N.P.L., 20 in. 
by 8 in. working-section tunnel, but some results are included for the 36 in. by 14 in. tunnel used here. 
The liners normally used in this tunnel are 0.091 open-area ratio and give effectively 'open jet' results. 
The slotted-wall parameter, T, of Meader and Wood 14 equals 0"96 in this case (see table in Fig. 21). This 
parameter involves slot spacing, tunnel height and open-area ratio and defines the wall characteristics 
explicitly. According to Ref. 13, closing all but three of the eleven slots in each liner gives nearly zero- 
interference walls (o- = 0.025, T = 0"73). The more open walls are normally used since they allow operation 
at lalgher Mach numbers. 

Further, unpublished results are available for tests on a 5 in. chord, RAE 1.04 section in the 36 in. by 
14 in. tunnel with various degrees of wall open area. A typical variation of pressure (at 0.52 chord) with 
free-stream Mach number is shown in Fig. 21 for different open-area ratios. The maximum Mach number 
attainable with the liners 0.025 open was 0.93, but Mach numbers up to nearly 1.1 were possible with 
an open area of 0.042. At Mach numbers above about 0.9, for which the sonic 'freeze' has been reached 
locally, varying the wall open-area has little effect on the model surface pressures; the change in p/Ho 
being less than 0-010. From the trend of the curves one might reasonably conclude that if the tunnel 
would run with 0.025 open area the effects on pressure would likewise be very small. At Mach numbers 
below 0.9, for which the pressures vary substantially with Mach number, the interference effects are 
appreciable: the maximum deviation between the curves for open areas of 0.025 and 0.091, which occurs 
near Mo = 0.8, is about 0.025 in Mo. The section shapes considered in this Report are twice the chord 
of the R.A.E. section and show a rather different type of pressure distribution. It was, therefore, necessary 
to check the interference effects in the present cases. 



Limited tests were carried out using models R30 and R3015, with an open-area ratio of 0.025. The 
variation of pressure with Mach number, at two fixed stations, is shown in Fig. 22 for section R3015 at 
2 degrees incidence. The maximum Mach number attainable with the liner slots in this partially closed 
condition was about 0.9. The upper curves in Fig. 22 are for x/c -- 0-014 and are representative of the 
behaviour in the low pressure region near the shoulder. The pressures in this region reach sonic 'freeze' 
near to M o = 0.8 and are thereafter unaffected by wall configuarion. Further back, at x/c -- 0"442, the 
pressures 'freeze' at a higher Mach number, near to 0.9, as is shown in the lower pair of curves in Fig. 
22. The behaviour in this region is similar to that found previously for the RAE 104 section and we might 
infer that at higher Mach numbers the pressures are similarly little affected by wall configuration. The 
tunnel wall opening has a marked effect on the position of the rear shocks, the shocks moving towards 
the trailing edge as liner slots are progressively closed. Tests on section R30 showed the same dependence 
on Mach number and wall configuration as those of R3015. 

The comparative tests made here, taken with previous results in the same tunnel, indicate that where 
the pressures are 'frozen' with respect to free-stream Mach number in the normal (a = 0.091) tunnel 
configuration they do r~ot suffer from significant wall interference effects. Thus for Mach numbers above 
0.8 the values of pressure in the region Cf the leading edge are free from interference errors. For Mach 
numbers above 0-9 the pressure changes induced by the blunt leading edges are unaffected by interference 
effects since they occur forward of the rear shocks and are 'frozen'. The drag differences presented here 
for Mach numbers above 0'9 should, therefore, be not subject to appreciable errors, The absolute values 
of drag up to sonic velocity are highly dependent on rear shock position and, therefore, greatly affected 
by tunnel interference. It is this effect which could account for the differences between the N.P.L. results 
and those of Ref. 7 which are evident in Fig. 19. For Mach numbers of unity and above, for which the 
rear shock is at the trailing edge, no significant error due to wall interference is present. 

8. Theoretical Prediction of Surface Pressures. 
Any theoretical appr~offch to obtaining the flow field around aerofoils, such as those tested here, a t  

transonic and supersonic Mach numbers, is made complex by the presence of subsonic and supersonic 
regions and the resulting mixed elliptic-hyperbolic nature of the basic equations. 

In the high subsonic Mach number r6gime an aerofoil produces a region of supersonic flow embedded 
within the mainly subsonic flow field. A theoretical approach must at the same time take into account 
the whole flow field. In general, shock waves will be associated with the supersonic flow region and 
their presence would seem to preclude any general solution at the present time. A method for calculating 
flows around aerofoils with local supersonic regions, but without shock waves, is being developed by 
Nieuwland 15, using the hodograph technique. 

The particular case of slender aerofoils at zero incidence and Mach numbers very close to unity has 
been treated by Spreiter and Alksne s using a small perturbation approximation. The pressure distribu- 
tion obtained is compared with that measured on the sharp section, R30, in Fig. 23. The agreement 
between theory and experiment, particularly over the forward part, is good. Randall 1° has extended this 
method for use with round-nosed aerofoils and has achieved good general agreement with experiment in 
certain cases, even though the prediction of sonic point is unsatisfactory. However, the theory breaks 
down unless local velocity is increasing and thus Randall's method is inapplicable in our present case, 
where the compression after the leading edge is an essential feature of the flow. 

At supersonic Mach numbers the problem becomes somewhat easier because the flow field can be dealt 
with as a number of independent regions. In the special case of a sonic free-stream the flow field about the 
forward part of a circular cylinder, with axis normal to the stream direction, has been computed from the 
complete, inviscid equations by Chuskin 17 after setting them in suitable form by the use of Dorodnitsyn's 
method of integral relations 18. This solution is applicable to any two-dimensional shape, such as the 
cylindrical leading edge of an aerofoil, providing it is of constant radius up to, or beyond, the limiting 
characteristic. In Chuskin's solution this leaves the surface where the slope is 12.5 degrees so the result 
should be applicable to the present, blunt leading edges. The pressure distribution on a circular cylinder, 
obtained from Ref. 17, is shown in Fig. 23, plotted in terms of the section co-ordinate 2z/t. Also shown 



in Fig. 23 are pressures measured on the leading edge of the blunt section R3015 and these are seen to be 
in good agreement with theory. The relationship p/H o = sin 0 (where 0 is the surface slope) is found to 
represent the pressures quite well up to surface slopes of about 15 degrees and is plotted in Fig. 23. 

Chushkin's method can be applied to obtain the pressure distribution on any convex, symmetrical 
leading-edge shape. If one takes this solution with the sharp aerofoil solution mentioned earlier, one can 
get some way towards predicting the pressure distribution on a blunt leading-edged aerofoil at sonic 
velocity, bearing in mind that the pressure returns to its sharp leading-edge distribution sufficiently far 
behind the blunt leading edge (Section 4). The problem of joining the pressure distributions remains and 
if, as in the cases tested here, a compression involving shock waves follows the leading edge flow, then 
no method is available. If, however, the flow behind the leading-edge does not involve shock waves then 
it can be computed by using a characteristic network or a continuation of the integral relations method. 

At higher, supersonic Mach numbers the problem of finding the pressures on an aerofoil shape can be 
approached in a similar manner. The flow round the blunt leading edge can be solved again by applica- 
tion of Dorodnitsyn's method and several examples have been calculated by Belotserkovskii 19 and 
Belotserkovskii and Chushkin 2°. There is a dearth of information between Mach numbers of one and 
two as, apparently, computational problems arise. As before, the solution to the transonic problem at 
the blunt leading edge can be extended downstream using characteristics or the integral relations method, 
but either approach will break down if shock waves are generated. The asymptotic pressure level can 
again be calculated from the sharp-section values. The sharp leading edge case becomes more straight- 
forward at Mach numbers where the bow shock is attached. The pressures on section R30 have been cal- 
culated using simple wave theory for the Mach number at which the flow behind the attached bow shock 
is just sonic (M0 = 1.42). These are shown relative to measured values at a Mach number of 1.40 in Fig. 
24. Again the simple 'sin 0' relationship expresses the leading-edge pressures quite well if written in the 
form P/Ps = sin 0, where p, is the stagnation point pressure. 

9. Conclusions. 
The pressure drags of the two-dimensional sections formed by cylindrical blunting of the leading edge 

of a circular-arc, biconvex section have been measured and compared with the pressure drag of the 
basic shape, in the transonic and low supersonic Mach number range. The drag increments due to the 
blunt leading edges vary with both free-stream Mach number and incidence. The small drag changes 
resulting from the blunting are associated with the low pressure region induced by the over-expansion 
around the leading-edge cylinder. This low pressure acts on forward facing areas of the surface to give a 
negative drag component. Sufficiently far back from the leading edge the pressure distribution becomes 
independent of leading-edge shape. 

At sonic free-stream Mach number, the pressures on the sharp leading-edged section and on the leading 
edges of the blunt sections are in good agreement with theory. 

Previously accepted methods of predicting the effect of blunt leading edges on aerofoil drag, at super- 
sonic Mach numbers, seriously overestimate the drag penalties in the low supersonic range. 

When the drags of the blunt sections are compared with those for sharp sections of the same thickness- 
chord ratios, it is found that there is an appreciable part of the Mach number and incidence ranges for 
which the blunt leading edges cause no significant increase, and even slight reductions, in pressure drag. 

The relative drags, or drag differences, for the three sections tested are not subject to significant wind- 
tunnel interference effects above a Mach number of 0.9, although the absolute values of drag are liable 
to large interference errors up to sonic velocity. The drags at Mach numbers above 1.0 have no significant 
interference errors. 

From the present limited results the following general conclusions can be drawn : 

1. The radius, by itself, does not determine the drag due to a leading edge. 

2. The low pressure region at the junction between the leading-edge and the remainder of the 
aerofoil plays an important part in affecting the drag and, therefore, the section geometry in 
this region is important. 



3. A sharp leading-edged aerofoil does not give the minimum pressure drag of all sections of the 
same thickness-chord ratio. 

The blunt sections which have been tested were chosen for their simple geometry and are not neces- 
sarily optimum from the drag point of view. It appears, from the pressure distributions, that it should 
be possible to extend the low pressure region, which follows the expansion on the leading edge cylinder, 
by some suitable modification to the surface in that region, so making the low pressure region more 
effective in reducing drag. 

In normal applications it would be necessary to reconcile the advantages of a blunt leading edge, such 
as that tested here, with reasonable subsonic performance. The present shapes, at low speeds, would 
have high local velocities followed by boundary-layer separation at the shoulder. A practical design 
would require a less rapid change of curvature in the region of the shoulder, in the hope of alleviating 
the local separation effects. Further work is necessary in order to develop such a shape. 
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Transonic similarity parameter, = 
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+ 

Pressure-drag coefficient 

Reduced pressure-drag coefficient, = 
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.~5/3 

Surface slope 

Distance between centrelines of adjacent liner slots 
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Tunnel wall open-area ratio 

2lln sin r~a 
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Tunnel slotted-waU parameter, = - -  

Free-stream values 
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FIG. 24. Est imates  o f  pressures o n  sharp sect ion  R30  and  leading edge  o f  blunt  sect ion R3015.  
M o  = 1.40; c< = 0 °. 
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